Its Importance for Wildlife

Bob Armstrong

The Fish Creek Park and adjacent land and water is easily accessable by a short

road just before the Fish Creek Bridge on North Douglas Highway. From the parking area
you can access good trails on either side of the creek. Also from the parking area you can
access a trail that leads upstream along Fish Creek. Most of the trails are suitable for
walking by most people, including the elderly and young children. Even wheelchair access
would be OK for some of the area.

Some thoughts on the Management of the Fish Creek Park and
adjacent areas:
1. This is one of the best places in Juneau to observe wildlife. It is also, perhaps, the most
important area on Mendenhall Wetlands for feeding and resting of waterfowl, and some
shorebirds especially during winter months. I suggest that establishing the park as a
wildlife viewing area be discussed. Elevated boardwalks, with fenced railings, should be
considered. This would help prevent dogs from chasing the birds. And establishing
interpretive signs, somewhat similar to what was done at Pioneer Marsh in Anchorage.
2. Also this area is far enough away from the Juneau Airport that the birds that
congregate here provide less of a airplane hazard than most other places on the
Mendenhall Wetlands. For that reason and to enhance the area for wildlife viewing I
suggest closing it to waterfowl hunting.
3. In addition I suggest doing a complete analysis of the vegetation and aquatic insects
and their value for waterfowl be completed to help understand how alteration of the
environment might affect their value. And include the insects’ value for the bats and
swallows that use the area.
4. I noticed that some of the "trails" that people are using have become quite muddy in
certain spots. This usually causes people to walk in the nearby less muddy areas which
results in trampling and sometimes destroying important vegetation. I suggest
installing gravel walkways in these places.

Birds
The area with its wide variety of habitats is very important for birds. During our
studies of the Mendenhall Wetlands we determined that the Fish Creek estuary was
one of the more important areas for birds on the entire wetlands. This was
especially true for waterfowl, such as Mallards, which often occurred in the
hundreds. In addition to their use of the area for feeding and resting it also allows
the birds to congregate in an area far enough from the Juneau airport that reduces
them as a potential wildlife hazard to aircraft. The information below is from our
book The Mendenhall Wetlands a Globally Recognized Important Bird Area.

To date a total of 180 species of birds have been documented as
occurring in this area. The list below includes the waterfowl. The
complete list of all species is available in the appendix.

The lower part of Fish Creek provides good habitat for waterfowl. The sedge meadows and
intertidal sloughs provide an abundance of invertebrates, vegetation and fish for food.

The raised "hummucks" provide good areas for waterfowl to rest, even during high tide.

A group of Mallards sleeping in the lower estuary of Fish Creek (above). And American
Wigeons feeding in the same area (below).

For a video showing the waterfowl in the area look at https://vimeo.com/209995184

American Dipper

Dippers build their nests on the rock faces bordering Fish Creek. This nest is about 1/4 mile
upstream of the park bridge.

Dippers usually forage for fish, salmon eggs and insects along the creek in the park. Here
they are fairly easy to watch and photograph. This is one of my favorite photographs that I
took at sunset of a dipper in Fish Creek.

This dipper is eating a
loose salmon egg in
Fish Creek. At the time
of spawning many eggs
are dug up and
available for fish and
birds to eat.

Bald Eagle
When salmon are spawning Bald Eagles are usually in the area feeding
on them. On occasion a salmon carcass or two will attract several
eagles as shown in the photos below.

For a video of these eagles at Fish Creek Park look at https://vimeo.com/278776970

Great Blue Heron

Herons often feed
on stickleback and
sculpins in the lower
estuary.
I once focused a trail
camera on the toad
pond for several
days. A heron would
arrive most
mornings and feed
on the abundant
stickleback in the
pond.

Bats

The Fish Creek Park has been an important area for learning about bats in Alaska. For
information about these bats look at this article written by Riley Woodford:

https://www.naturebob.com/sites/default/files/Bats%20in%20Alaska%20by%20Riley%20Woodford.docx

For some fascinating information about the bats at Fish Creek click on this link:

https://www.naturebob.com/sites/default/files/Bat%20Hibernaculums%20at%20Fish%20Creek.pdf

From this article they wrote:
"We focused our capture and radiotelemetry efforts at two Juneau area sites. Our
main capture site was a small pond at Fish Creek that is separated from the Fish
Creek estuary by a series of dikes; it is the only coastal freshwater pond on the
northern end of Douglas Island and is a foraging location for local bats."

In this article they showed
photos of the bat
hibernation chambers that
they located.
Of special interest were
the two found on the "Fish
Creek Ridge" as seen in
the two lower photos.

Western Toad

One of the best places in Juneau to observe and document the development and behavior of
toads from eggs to adults is in this pond near Fish Creek. The lower photo shows several
strings of toad eggs in this pond.

The adult toads are somewhat hard to notice, especially if they are not croaking and
mating. By staring at the water surface you may see their two eyes. The adults often stay
underwater. According to the literature they can stay underwater for many hours
because they can absorb oxygen from the water through their skin.

The upper photo shows the
tadpolls underwater in the pond.
Later they will venture to shore
and climb out of the water (right
photo). For videos of tadpoles and
toadlets at the Park look at
https://vimeo.com/278764198
and https://vimeo.com/281284876

Eaventually they disperse from the
pond into the adjacent woods where
they will live by themselves until
they reach adulthood. Then they
will return to the pond for mating
and egg laying.

The adult toads also disperse from the pond before winter and search for areas in the
ground to hibernate overwinter in.

Salmon
From the park bridge that crosses Fish Creek its possible to watch four different
species of salmon spawn. Or you can take a chair down to the gravel bar and
observe them much closer.

Upper Photo : Downstream View from the Bridge, Lower: Upstream View.

At the first deep pool above the parks bridge all species of salmon, and other fish,
gather together before spawning. It is a great place to sit quietly and watch. The upper
photo shows a cutthroat trout with the salmon and lower photo shows a juvenile
coho salmon with the others. For a video of this gathering of salmon look at
https://vimeo.com/135135962 All of the species except Sockeye were filmed in Fish
Creek.

Chinook (King) Salmon

Fish Creek Park is the only place on the Juneau road
system, that I know of, where you can see chinook
salmon spawning.

Female Chinook Salmon

Male Chinook Salmon

Chum Salmon

are fairly easy to watch them spawning near the parks bridge over Fish Creek.
These photos show them in the actual spawning act.

Coho Salmon

This shows a jack coho salmon male next to a spawning female coho.
When coho salmon spawn these jacks usually dart in and release their
sperm.

Pink Salmon

Pink Salmon Female digging her nest with the male just behind her.

Male and Female Pink Salmon

Black Bear

During the salmon spawning season in Fish Creek black bears frequently arrive to feed on the
salmon and the females eggs. When I have been sitting upstream aways from the Parks bridge
watching spawning salmon a bear often catches one right in front of me. One funny
observation happened when I was watching fishermen catching chinook salmon in one of the
Fish Creek ponds. The fishermen after catching a salmon often layed it down on the bank
some distance from the shore. On a few occasions a bear would sneak out of the woods and
grab their salmon and take it back into the woods. I never once saw the fishermen notice this.
I wonder what they thought when they went to retrieve their salmon.
The story even gets better when you think about all the connections between the bears,
salmon and ...............................................

Bears really like salmon eggs. They will often bring a female salmon to shore and press on
her belly to extrude the eggs for eating. They will then leave the whole salmon carcass and
blow flies almost immediately come to the carcass to lay their eggs by entering the salmons
eyes or mouth.

The blow fly eggs (left photo)
hatch fairly quickly into
larvae we call maggots (lower
photo).

The maggots then begin the process of eating the carcass until its almost
completely decomposed. This process provides a wonderful amount of nutrients
to both the stream and the forest. To see a video of this event look at
https://vimeo.com/180379928

These maggots are very nutritious and many birds come to feed on them. Such as
Ravens (upper photo) and Dippers (lower photo). Of interest is these maggots are
usually available about the same time as many young birds leave their nests (called
fledging). The juvenile birds are not very good at catching prey so the slow moving
maggots are easy.

and the story gets better

The maggots that survive eventually dig into the ground and pupate. They remain in
the ground overwinter and emerge as adults the following spring.
While the blow flies are waiting for carcasses they visit and help pollinate lots of
flowers in Alaska. Studies indicate that in the far north (Arctic) that blow flies are
about the only important pollinators of certain plants.
And almost all of these events can be easy to observe in the Fish Creek Park.

Pacific Sand Lance

There is an area on the
Mendenhall Wetlands where
large numbers of sand lance
bury themselves in the sand.
From the northern part of the
outer "wooded island," with
binoculars or a spotting
scope, you can watch eagles,
crows, and gulls feeding on
them at a minus low tide.
Sand lance are probably one
of the most important forage
fish in the North Pacific
Ocean off of Alaska. To view
all the birds feeding on them
from the Fish Creek Park can
be quite exciting.

Stickleback

Two types of Three-spine Stickleback occur in this area. An andromous one
typically enters the tidal sloughs for spawning, as shown in these photos, and
a freshwater form which lives year-round in the ponds.
The Fish Creek Park is an excellent place to observe both these forms of
stickleback. By sitting quietly on the bank of one of the sloughs you can often
spot a male defending its nest (photo below).

Stickleback are amazing fish to watch and learn about. One study showed that
all members of a colony can recognize the faces of each other. If you put a
mirrow underwater they will attack their own image because they cannot
recognize themself. I did this in one of the parks ponds and sure enough they
would attack their own image.
Male stickleback build a nest and attract a female to enter and lay her eggs
while he fertilizes them. Then he maintains and defends the nest until the
young hatch and are large enough to live on their own. I set a GoPro camera
focused on a nest in one of the intertidal sloughs. As the tide advanced large
Staghorn Sculpins would arrive. The male stickleback would attack them and
then the sculpins would try to eat the stickleback. The stickleback was
successful at driving the sculpins away and not be eaten. To see a video of
this event look at https://vimeo.com/278960000

Both staghorn sculpins and stickleback are important food for other creatures. I have
seen and photographed Greater Yellowlegs, Great Blue Herons, Common and Hooded
Mergansers and American Dippers feeding on both of them. All of these birds are known
to visit the Fish Creek Park.

Hooded Merganser with a sculpin.

Hooded Merganser with a stickleback.

Great Blue Heron with Sculpin

A Greater Yellowlegs with a sculpin (upper photo) and one with a stickleback
(lower photo)

American Dipper with a
Stickleback

American Dipper with a
Sculpin

River Otters look for Staghorn Sculpins which can be fairly abundant in the intertidal
sloughs. They also eat Three-spine Sticklebacks.

River Otter scat showing
the spines of Three-spine
Sticklebacks

Harbor Seal

Seals sometimes enter the pond that is accessible from Fish Creek. The lower photo
shows one that has captured a pink salmon, which can be fairly abundent in this
pond.

Aquatic Insects
Lots of aquatic insects live in Fish Creek and the nearby ponds.

Two common aquatic insects in
Fish Creek are Mayfly larva (left )
and Stonefly Larva (lower photo).
These insects are important food
for young Dolly Varden and
coho salmon before they go to
sea.

Coho Salmon young with a mayfly larva in its
mouth.

Mountain Midge

From our book on Aquatic Insects in Alaska: Stories from the field
"Researchers from Michigan State University were the first to discover Mountain
Midges in Alaska, in Fish Creek near Juneau. Intent on photographing the
larvae, we visited the stream in early winter while it was ice-free and still flowing
well. We had high hopes of collecting them, as most aquatic insect larvae
can be found during any time of the year. Armed with a stiff brush, waders, and
winter clothes we searched the areas of the stream where they had been found
before. After a few hours we got lots of aquatic insects, especially stoneflies and
mayflies, but no Mountain Midges. After returning home we discovered that
Mountain Midges overwinter as eggs, rather than as larvae or pupae. Most
species have a single generation per year."
We visited the same spot in Fish Creek the following summer and were able to
find them.

Caddisflies and Dragonflies
live together in the Fish Creek Ponds

One of the most fascinating
insects living in the ponds are
the larvae of caddisflies. Most
of their larva build cases out of
material they find nearby such
as pieces of bark (upper photo)
or bits of vegetation (left photo).
In these caddisflies the vulner able abdomen is safely concealed inside these cases which
have a rigid base. These cases
are constructed piece by piece
using silk that the caddisfly
larva exudes from its mouth.
These caddisflies are slow moving and easy to catch by insect
eating birds. However, the bird
must figure out how to get the
insect out of its case. Some
birds do this by grabbing the insect by its head and vigorously
shaking it until the case fall off.

Other neat insects living in the ponds are
dragonflies. As larva in the water (upper
photo) they capture other insects and even
small fish. They can thrust their lower jaw
forward at lightning speed to seize prey
with their sharp pincers.
The adult dragonfly (left photo) uses its
powerful flying ability, excellent vision, and
spine-covered legs to capture insects in
mid-air or resting on the leaves of plants.
They can capture and eat up to 300 insects
a day. That includes insects that bite us
such as mosquitoes.

The dragonfly larvae even try to catch stickleback. So they must enjoy living in the Fish
Creek Park ponds that are full of sticklebacks.

Aquatic insects are a major food of the dippers that live in the Fish Creek area. This
photo shows a dipper getting ready to bring a stonefly larva to its youngsters in a nest.

Intertidal Invertebrates
many of these invertebrates are important food for birds
and fish. Here I just show one of the most important "the
Tube-dwelling Amphipod." It can be fun and educational
to look for the different invertebrates and then search the
literature for their importance as food.

One of the most numerous intertidal invertebrates is a type of amphipod that is
tube dwelling. These tube dwelling amphipods have been found to be extremely
important food for certain shorebirds, especially during their migration. They can
be very abundant and an easy food for shorebirds to find. In one study on the
Mendenhall Wetlands Willson and Baldwin found a density of these Corophium
amphipods at roughly 20,000 per square meter.

For a link to their study look at
https://www.naturebob.com/sites/default/files/Invertebrate%20Surveys%20on%20the%20Mendenhall%20Wetlands%20by%20Mary%20Willson%20and%20Aaron%20Baldwin.pdf

A Long-billed Dowitcher feeding on tubedwelling amphipods. For a video of this look at
https://vimeo.com/108022368

To feed the amphipods come partly out of their tubes and
gather algae from the water.

This shows what the tubes look like from above.

This shows a tube-dwelling amphipod
completely out of its tube.

Vegetation
Lots of waterfowl enter the Fish Creek Delta to feed on
the abundant vegetation in the area. Again like the
invertebrates I will only illustrate a couple of them.

To see a video of Canada Geese and Mallards feeding on Lyngbye sedge on
the Mendenhall Wetlands look at https://vimeo.com/121510754

Appendix
The species and abundance of
birds seen in the Fish Creek
Delta over the last several years.

The Best Source of Information

This report by Richard Carstensen covers most, if not all, of the information available about
the Fish Creek Park area. And good links to several of the reports about the Mendenhall
Wetlands. To access this report look at Click on Text Below
https://www.naturebob.com/sites/default/files/Fish%20Creek%20Delta%20scoping%202021%20by%20Richard%20Carstensen%20optimized.pdf

At the end of this report in the list of References there are links to
other useful reports about this area and the Mendenhall Wetlands.

